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An inflation beating offer which can deliver savings for your fleet! Not just guidance, Trimble EZ 

Pilot Pro guidance with CenterPoint RTX Fast. 

Vantage ASC are excited to offer this steering bundle this Spring, significantly increase your existing fleets 

efficiency with: 

- Trimble GFX-350 Precision IQ display 

- Trimble NAV-900 Receiver complete with EZ Pilot Pro 

- High torque Trimble SAM-200 steering motor 

- Vehicle specific platform kit including boss and bracketry 

- 12 Months CenterPoint RTX Fast delivered using satellite 

Providing solutions to land based businesses for over 30 years we are confident this bundle of equipment can 

help you increase the output of your fleet while also lowering fatigue. So, what is it you get? 

The GFX 350 is a 17.8cm display with an IP67 enclosure making it perfect for internal/ external applications. An 

Android operating system allows use of Precision IQ which gives you the ability to store multiple vehicles, 

implements, fields, farms and tasks. This display also has an sorting feature bringing the closest field to the top 

of the list as you drive and can be used with virtual section control, making your coverage maps clean and 

crisp.  

Our NAV-900 receiver is one of the most comprehensive on the market, housed in a low profile discreet 

enclosure you have gyroscopes and accelerometers which account for the uneven ground and deliver accuracy 

where it matters. Availability of multiple satellite constellations helps deliver accuracy and availability, keeping 

your waiting time to a minimum for 2.5cm accuracy with CenterPoint RTX Fast. No sim card, no RTK base 

stations, no need to worry about your location. 

Not just a steering motor, this SAM-200 steering motor is a high torque geared motor with operator comfort 

built in. Smooth in operation and not protruding into your operating position, the SAM-200 with EZ Pilot will 

allow line acquisition at 45° from the headland and can steer down to speeds of 1.61kph. Making hundreds of 

adjustments every minute this motor is one of the best on the market, delivering steering which rivals 

integrated systems. 

Making this fit with your machine and retaining quality performance and appearance, a customised platform 

kit which includes precision engineered steering bosses and brackets for your particular vehicle. These kits 

allow true integration, they can even be installed to multiple vehicles allowing you to transfer your system 

across the fleet.  

Last but no way least, CenterPoint RTX Fast correction signal. This is a premium correction signal offered by 

Trimble and is frequently used in other industries such as construction. Delivering 2.5cm pass to pass accuracy, 

CenterPoint RTX Fast can converge in less than 2 minutes helping you get to work quicker. Not only that, but 

this correction service is repeatable year on year, ideal for those looking to utilise the same A-B lines or 

minimising compaction with Controlled Traffic Systems.  

Get yourself a great deal and bring Trimble to your business. Confidently fit yourself or if you need assistance 

from our nationwide installation and support teams, do not hesitate to get in touch with us.  

Terms and conditions 

- Only available to customers in England and Wales 

- CenterPoint RTX correction supplied for 12 months from time of activation. 

- Vehicle platform kit to be confirmed at point of enquiry/ order  

- Bundle does not include installation 

- Vantage ASC reserves the right to change or discontinue this promotion at any time without notice 


